No
Injuries.
More
Space to Play.
Patented SPECTO Fencing Systems are designed to minimize injuries.
In testing and development for almost 6 years and with more than 20 fences installed, the
number of injuries is still zero.*

And, your customers have more room to play.
*With more than 20 prototype and new fences in place, GSS has not received a single report of injury to date.
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Grand Slam Safety Introduces
//SPECTO™ Fencing System
SPECTO Fencing System is a revolutionary, patented new fencing system for use in sports facilities and around athletic fields that significantly
reduces the risk of player injury, maximizes usable athletic space, and affords significantly more field versatility.

The SPECTO Fencing System creates a separation between the fencing mesh and it’s steel support structures, located 30” behind the mesh. The mesh
hangs from cable that is suspended from steel support posts. When a player runs into the fence, he can only make contact with the mesh and gently
rebounds back into the field of play. The system maintains its full integrity.

SPECTO Fencing System is available in
two primary formats:

HOMERUN FENCING

INDOOR FIELD CONTAINMENT FENCING

“We needed a permanent fence that
we could take down easily at the end
of the year. SPECTO was the answer.
And it’s incredibly safe.”

“SPECTO allows us to safely increase the
amount of field space we dedicate to play.”
- Bryan Ingalls, Accelerate Sports, Whitesboro, New York

- Joe D’Auria, Varsity Baseball Coach
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//SPECTO™ Fencing System

The quality and significant benefits that come
with the patented SPECTO System design make
this fencing system a great value, too.
DESIGNED FOR
SAFETY

MULTIPLE
FORMATS

VERSATILE

MAXIMIZE YOUR
SPACE

HIGHEST
QUALITY

SPECTO Fencing Systems
are designed to increase
safety. The reduction
in related injuries is
remarkable.

Available in almost any
format; outdoor fences,
indoor field containment
systems, batting cages,
tennis courts and more...

A permanent fence that
is ALSO easy to set-up
and tear-down and stores
in only 110 sq ft of space.
Go from baseball to
soccer in less than 2
hours.

SPECTO Fencing
Systems maximize field
space by protecting
players from hard objects
within a confined space.
Requiring, only 30” of
clearance, you can make
the most of tight spaces.

See-through, vinylcoated, woven polyester
mesh suspended from
cable allows spectators
to watch and supervise
play from ground
level. The steel posts
are seated in post
foundations and can be
easily removed. SPECTO
comes with an industrybest 10-year warrantee.
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//Pricing & Support

SPECTO Fencing System
pricing is competitive
with other permanent and
removable fencing systems
that offer safety features.
When compared with vinyl
covered 6-foot chain link
fencing with padding or
other safety measures,
SPECTO Fencing becomes
very comparable.
Call for pricing and quote.

“It was a pleasure to deal with a company that kept
their word. You were patient with us with all the
delays we had, delivered the fences on time, had
a full crew there to instruct us on installing the
fences and followed up with us to handle
any of our concerns.”
- George Spescha, Milford Junior Major League

“SPECTO Fencing is a high quality product that has
been a great addition to our athletic complex. The
fence adds the look and feel of a real stadium, and
it reduces the risk of injury to our athletes.”
- Chris Villiere, South Lewis Central School District

“The thing that SPECTO provides is the elimination
of ricochets off of posts. we feel this is going to
minimize and/or negate those injuries altogether.
The quality and the system are very impressive.”
- David D’Aquilla, Department of Leisure Services, Gulfport, MS
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//About Grand Slam Safety

2009. Bob continued to improve
the fence, and soon, had requests
for more.

In 2008, a booster at a local
high school in upstate NY asked
the father of a player about the
possibility of building a homerun
fence on the varsity baseball field.
That parent, Bob Lyndaker, not
only thought it was possible, he
envisioned a fence that would
enhance the game. By allowing for
home runs as well as catching fly
balls at the fence without fear of
injury.
But, months of research yielded no
such fence. So, with his engineering
mind and quality assurance
background, Bob built the very first
SPECTO fence in his garage.
With the help of his friends, he
delivered it to his son’s school,
Beaver River Central School, in

Three friends, Mickey Lehman,
Dave Moore and Bob Chamberlain,
all parents with engineering
backgrounds joined Bob in forming
Grand Slam Safety LLC in 2009.
Over the next 4 years, GSS
continued to improve on the design
and show the SPECTO fence system
to regional schools whenever a new
fence was up for consideration.
School by school, SPECTO grew,
and attracted the attention of a
local indoor athletic facility. Upon
completion of the first indoor field
fencing system, GSS has officially
caught on.
Today, there are more than 20
fencing systems in place across the
US with dozens more on order.
indoor facility, Accelerate Sports.
Upon completion of the first indoor
field fencing system, Grandslam
Safety has officially caught on.

//Connect

Contact us today for more
information, pricing & a quote.
MAIN OFFICE (315) 301-4039
SALES
Bob Chamberlain
(315) 766-7008

NYC & NEW JERSEY
Thomas Peterson
(646) 734-9829

WEST COAST USA
Jeanette Chamberlain
(925) 997-6266

SOUTH KOREA & ASIA
Jay Kim
82-10-7501-7797
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